2018-2019
Uniform Procedure for
South View Middle School
Shirts

Shirts must be solid white, black, orange, navy, royal blue, or light blue polo type with a
collar – NO LOGOS.

Slacks

Slacks must be khaki (tan), navy, or black and must be worn on the hip. Slacks are
defined as having a button and zipper and non-denim material. Spandex, leggings,
joggers, jeggings, cut-offs, or any other form fitting skinny legged pants are prohibited.

Shorts

Shorts must be khaki (tan), navy, or black and must be worn on the hip. Shorts must be
knee length or longer. Shorts are defined as having a button and zipper. Cut-offs are
prohibited.

Skirts

Skirts, Jumpers, or Skorts must be khaki (tan) or navy and must be knee length or
longer.

Shoes

Matching, dress, casual or tennis shoes with closed toes and closed heels must be worn.
Slides, flip-flops, bedroom shoes, and shower shoes are prohibited.

Sweat Shirts/Hoodies

Only solid white, black, orange, navy, royal blue, or light blue sweatshirts may be worn
over a plain uniform polo with collar visible at all times. Hoodies and sweatshirts must be
solid uniform colors with NO LOGOS. SVMS sweatshirts and hoodies are allowed.

Sweaters

Only a plain white, black, orange, navy, royal blue, or light blue sweater - cardigan or vestmay be worn over a plain uniform polo with collar visible. NO LOGOS.

Head Gear

No hats or head gear are allowed; which includes, but is not limited to, ear muffs, any
color bandanas, head scarves, sunglasses, picks, non-prescription glasses, and athletic
headbands. Headbands can only be worn to secure the hair and are not to be worn on the
head or the neck.

ID Badge:

A school ID must be purchased for $5. It is mandatory for students to have on their
person their ID at all times for general safety purposes.

Book bags
Gym bags

Book bags must be stored in a locker during the day.
PE Gym bags must be clear or mesh and can only be used for the purpose of carrying
gym attire only!

*Hair will be neatly groomed.
*No neck scarves.
*Winter coats/jackets may be worn to and from school only and then stored in locker.
*No clothing will be turned inside out to meet uniform code.
*Pants are not to sag, nor should they be skin tight.
*Clothes that reveal undergarments, chest, breasts, navel, buttocks, or any private body parts is prohibited.
*Clothes with lewd, vulgar, unsafe, violent, or sexual messages is prohibited.
*Holes and tears in clothing is prohibited.
On Dress-Down Days, although not in uniform, students must adhere to all other dress code requirements.
The administration has discretion in making judgments relating to the appropriateness of dress to include
jewelry. The appearance of our student body reflects upon the climate of our school. Students are expected
to adhere to standards of dress and grooming that are acceptable in a positive learning environment.
Anything that can be seen as a disruption to the educational environment may be viewed by administration
as inappropriate.

Uniforms will be checked daily in Homeroom

